Speakers Urge Interest In Political Freedom

Kept Press’ Criticized During AAUP Meeting

BY CONNIE COURTRAY

Colleges and universities showed interest in freedom and political participation, two state political leaders explained yesterday. Political interest in state political activity by faculty members and more party representation, Robert P. Trautman, state controller, and John H. Martin, state auditor general.

Admiral Joy Heads Home To New Job

Prisoner Exchange Still Blockin Trounce


Although an important event, the 10th session of the talks has no future, Admiral Joy said yesterday.

The voice first before the hour of the American exchange, John H. Martin, said, “A word press conference is coming during a period of reducing the lines. With the event in a congratulation, the exchange conference is an important period, and the exchange conference is expected.

Beyond the Horizon

Dramatics Honorary To Offer O’Neill Play

Eugene O’Neill, Pulitzer Prize play, “Beyond the Horizon,” will be presented in the Home Economics Little Theater this week, according to the College of Arts and Sciences.

Rail Traffic Restored At Sawyer

SAWYER. Mich. - Railroad traffic was restored today on the major line of the Michigan & Northern Railroad after being stopped by a minor accident.

High School Journalism Classes Set

The Michigan State High School Journalism Association will open the season tomorrow with a meeting of the executive council.

Y.M.C.A. To Present "Done Most" Award

Alpha Kappa Mu, Kappa chapter, will give the "Done Most" Award to the senior class of the high school.

Check Finds Increased Losses

Book-Worms Take Volumes ‘Ex Libris’

"Ex Libris" can be adapted into a number of 50 different titles, but do not have the right to issue for all purposes. The number has been issued and now exceeds the number that have been taken to the press by bookstores.

The Michigan State University Y.M.C.A. will address the frequency of book thefts.
Letters to the Editor

Lack of Congress Help To Clubs Discussed

To the Editor:

Dear Sir:

I was glad to see the Congressman, Mr. Stokes, in your column the other day. He seemed to be discussing seriously the need for more help from Congress. My organization, the Student Union, has been trying to get some help for a long time now, but we have not had much luck. We have been asking for funding for some time, but Congress has been very slow in responding.

The Student Vote is crucial in this election, and we need your help to make sure that the right candidate wins. We are working hard to get our message out, and we hope that you will support us in this important cause.

Sincerely,

[Student Name]

Berate Class Cancellation

To the Editor:

Dear Sir:

I am writing to express my concern about the sudden cancellation of our class. We had just started the semester and we were looking forward to the new material. The announcement came out of the blue, and we were left without a plan.

I understand that this can happen sometimes, but I think that the school should have communicated better with us. We were not given any notice beforehand, and we were left with no choice but to make our own arrangements.

I hope that this will not happen again in the future.

Sincerely,

[Student Name]

Officer Aid

A most hopeful sign in the development of student leadership came with the announcement of another training program coming in this week.

The program, called "Leadership for Tomorrow," will break down into different courses of study that will be similar to those offered by the American University's Program for Leadership Training. The courses will cover topics such as communication, decision-making, and team building.

With the help of these programs, students will be able to develop the skills needed to become effective leaders in their communities. This is a welcome addition to the already robust leadership opportunities available on campus.

Sincerely,

[Student Name]
Netters Rip Irish; U of D Nips Kobsmen

Notre Dame Falls Victim to 7-1 Spartan Conquest

Some part of their matches inside because of bad weather conditions, Michigan State Netters whipped out- net of the seventh inning yesterday at Basket O' Gold, East Lansing.

The late afternoon rains forced the No. 1 doubles and No. 5 singles contests to be played inside. The No. 1 doubles was completed by 5-2 at 4:30 p.m. when Mike Declure and Tom Rettenmaier defeated the No. 1 doubles of Michigan State.

Mike Declure and Tom Rettenmaier, the No. 1 doubles team, defeated the No. 1 doubles of Michigan State, 5-2. Mike Declure and Tom Rettenmaier were able to score two more points after the rain, giving the Netters the victory in their match.

Netters Headed to the Mid-South

The Netters' trip to the Mid-South was a success. They were able to defeat both the No. 1 doubles and No. 5 singles teams. The No. 1 doubles lost to the Mid-South, 5-2. The No. 5 singleslost to the Mid-South, 4-3.

Three Run Titan Ninth Sinks Spartans, 5-4

By the American Press

Blowing out three extra bar hits in the bottom of the ninth, the University of Detroit's baseball team scored three runs to edge Pack Kohn 5-4 yesterday, 5-4, in a game played with their third loss of the season. Owens and Pack Jeff, two batters ahead of the ninth, scored the game winning runs in the bottom of the ninth. The university scored three runs in the bottom of the ninth to sink the Titans.

Helps were the key to the Titans' victory. The team scored three runs in the bottom of the ninth.

No. 1 doubles won, Mike Declure and Tom Rettenmaier, defeated the No. 1 doubles of Michigan State. Mike Declure and Tom Rettenmaier were able to score two more points after the rain, giving the Netters the victory in their match.

No. 5 singles lost, Jeff Owens and Pack Jeff, were able to score two more points after the rain, giving the Netters the victory in their match.

The university scored three runs in the bottom of the ninth to sink the Titans.

No. 1 doubles won, Mike Declure and Tom Rettenmaier, defeated the No. 1 doubles of Michigan State. Mike Declure and Tom Rettenmaier were able to score two more points after the rain, giving the Netters the victory in their match.

No. 5 singles lost, Jeff Owens and Pack Jeff, were able to score two more points after the rain, giving the Netters the victory in their match.

The university scored three runs in the bottom of the ninth to sink the Titans.
Campus Life Viewed by German Student

General Background Here Stresses Individuality

The Detroit Free Press, by Harriett W. Rank, a German writer, reporting on a trip to the United Kingdom, states that the German student life is characterized by a strong emphasis on individuality. The German educational system is designed to foster independent thinking and creativity among students. This is evident in the way students are encouraged to pursue their own interests and to develop their talents.

Britain Wants Out of China

LONDON (AP) - Britain informed the United Nations Security Council Wednesday that it has decided not to seek the extension of the UN mandate in China. The British government has expressed reservations about continued UN involvement in China, citing concerns about its role in fostering political and economic ties with the country.

Fire Inspectors To Hear Osgood

The fire inspectors' hearing is set for next week, as the city seeks to empower and to set up more efficient procedures. The city is facing a pressing need to improve its fire inspection system, which has been criticized for being slow and inefficient.

Progress Continues Water Carnival Entry Blanks Due

Entries for the Water Carnival sports events must be turned in by tomorrow at the Union Hall. Also, the sports events chairman announced that the Carnival's reserved schedule includes completion of an entertainment audition held Sunday, with a total number of 96 students, and a choice of one of the two events. The two sports events will be held on June 6 and 7.

Central Falls Great Lakes Cruise

Endless summer school next will start this afternoon with a boat ride along the Great Lakes. The two-day event will feature sightseeing of the Great Lakes, including visits to some of the most scenic areas.

What a Tri!

...a June night
...the Water Carnival
...and you—

You'll watch famous, imaginative floats parade before you. Individual acts will bring you to your feet with applause. Delightful June night will blend with the evening's performance. You'll smile a lot...you'll laugh a lot...you'll never forget...

"FILM ANTICS" JUNE 5, 6, and 7

Special

COTTON STRING GLOVES 1.39
Regularly 2.92

NATURAL WHITE CHANDOS

You'll like everything about cotton string gloves...the accessory colors...the way they wash, dry, and look just like new. Have several pairs for work, and save at this price! Small, Medium, Large.

Jacobson's

EAST LANSING